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Krsna’s

System
Bg 4.13

cātur-varṇyaṁ mayā sṛṣṭaṁ

guṇa-karma-vibhāgaśaḥ

tasya kartāram apimāṁ

viddhy akartāram avyayam

According to the three modes 

of material nature and the work 

associated with them, the four 

divisions of human society are 

created by Me. And although I 

am the creator of this system, 

you should know that I am yet 

the nondoer, being 

unchangeable.



Bg 14.5 — Material 
nature consists of 
three modes –
goodness, passion 
and ignorance. When 
the eternal living 
entity comes in 
contact with nature, 
O mighty-armed 
Arjuna, he becomes 
conditioned by these 
modes. 

http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/14/5


Varna Means 

Color

Goodness

Passion

Ignorance

• relating to the color or 

disposition of one’s 

consciousness

• Thus, one’s likelihood of 

preferring or showing various 

tendencies for a particular set of 

occupations. 

BG 8.6:
Whatever state of 
being one 
remembers when 
he quits his body, 
O son of Kuntī, 
that state he will 
attain without fail.

Bg 15.8 — The living entity in the material world carries his different 
conceptions of life from one body to another, as the air carries aromas. Thus 
he takes one kind of body and again quits it to take another. 
Bg 15.9 — The living entity, thus taking another gross body, obtains a certain 
type of ear, eye, tongue, nose and sense of touch, which are grouped about 
the mind. He thus enjoys a particular set of sense objects. 

http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/15/8
http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/15/9


Ignorance Passion Goodness

Characteristics Madness, 
indolence, sleep

Unlimited
longings

Purer than 
others, frees one 
from sinful 
reaction

Darkness, inertia, 
Madness and 
illusion

Great 
attachment, 
intense endeavor, 
uncontrollable 
desire and 
hankering 
develop

Self control, gates 
of body 
illuminated by 
knowledge

Action Foolishness Results in Misery Pure

Leads To Foolishness,
Madness and 
Illusion

Greed Develops Real knowledge 
develops

Reference 
Bhagavad Gita 

Chapter 14



Ignorance Passion Goodness

Food Food prepared more than three hours 
before being eaten, food that is tasteless, 
decomposed and putrid, and food consisting 
of remnants and untouchable things

too bitter, too sour, salty, 
hot, pungent, dry and 
burning are dear to those in 
the mode of passion Such 
foods cause distress, misery 
and disease. 

increase the duration of life, 
purify one’s existence and 
give strength, health, 
happiness and satisfaction. 
Such foods are juicy, fatty, 
wholesome, and pleasing to 
the heart.

Charity performed at an impure place, at an 
improper time, to unworthy persons, or 
without proper attention and respect 

performed with the 
expectation of some return, 
or with a desire for fruitive
results, or in a grudging 
mood

given out of duty, without 
expectation of return, at the 
proper time and place, and 
to a worthy person

Sacrifice performed without regard for the directions 
of scripture, without distribution of 
prasādam [spiritual food], without chanting 
of Vedic hymns and remunerations to the 
priests, and without faith

sacrifice performed for some 
material benefit, or for the 
sake of pride,

sacrifice performed 
according to the directions 
of scripture, as a matter of 
duty, by those who desire no 
reward

Reference : Bhagavad Gita As It Is, Chapter 17. Read more for description of penance , austerity, etc. Further 
description in Chapter 18



Bg 18.42 — Peacefulness, self-
control, austerity, purity, 

tolerance, honesty, knowledge, 
wisdom and religiousness –

these are the natural qualities 
by which the brāhmaṇas work. 

BG: 18.43: Heroism, power, 
determination, resourcefulness, 

courage in battle, generosity 
and leadership are the natural 

qualities of work for the 
kṣatriyas. 

Bg 18.44 — Farming, cow 
protection and business are the 
natural work for the vaiśyas….

……, and for the śūdras there 
are labor and service to others. 

http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/18/42
http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/18/44


Finding one’s true 
varna:
• Through the 

qualities one 
naturally 
expresses, not just 
the work one is 
good at doing

• E.g A Teacher with 
good teaching 
skills but has a 
hateful mindset 
will teach hateful 
ideas

• E.g Oppenheimer 
very knowledge 
but responsible 
for the atomic 
bomb

• E.g. Student in 
group for bomb 
testing



Ashramas



Varnas and 

Ashramas



Daivi

Varnashrama

vs Asuri

Varnashrama



Purusha and 

Prakriti

Krishna is the Supreme Purusha

All living entities are prakriti

subservient to the Lord

By following the duties of 

Varnashrama Properly they make 

gradual spiritual progress



Make Progress 

From Where 

You Are At!!!
You are only competing with 

yourself!



Bg 18.45 — By following his qualities of 

work, every man can become perfect. 

Now please hear from Me how this can 

be done. 

Bg 18.46 — By worship of the Lord, who 

is the source of all beings and who is all-

pervading, a man can attain perfection 

through performing his own work. 

Bg 18.47 — It is better to engage in one’s 

own occupation, even though one may 

perform it imperfectly, than to accept 

another’s occupation and perform it 

perfectly. Duties prescribed according to 

one’s nature are never affected by sinful 

reactions. 

Bg 18.48 — Every endeavor is covered by 

some fault, just as fire is covered by 

smoke. Therefore one should not give up 

the work born of his nature, O son of 

Kuntī, even if such work is full of fault.

http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/18/45
http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/18/46
http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/18/47
http://www.vedabase.com/en/bg/18/48


How 

Varnashrama

protects an 

individual?



Different orders 

considered as the 

Different Parts of 

the Lord’s Body

So we do not say that the head 

of the Lord is better than the 

Legs of the Lord



Daivi

Varnashrama

vs Asuri

Varnashrama
Krishna is out of 

the picture
Krishna is out of the picture.

Motivation to do all duties 

and follow values is absent

Everyone tries to assume the 

role of purusha resulting in 

conflict



What is a Woman’s Place 

and Role in this System?

Her place of strength according to her 

psychophysical nature



Physiology

Women have a larger hip 
section than men,for giving 
birth to infants with large 

skulls

Females have less total 
muscle mass than males

Males have larger tracheae 
and branching bronchi, with 

about 56% greater lung 
volume per body mass.

The lighter skin in females 
helps their bodies synthesize 
more Vitamin D from sunlight 

and absorb more calcium, 
which is needed during 

pregnancy and lactation. 

Auditory and language-
related regions in the left 

hemisphere are 
proportionally expanded in 

females versus in males.

Women are more sensitive to 
smell and have more pain 
receptors on their body.

With respect to language, 
males predominantly use 
their left hemisphere but 

females use both their right 
and left hemispheres.



In sum, based on a 

literature of hundreds 

of studies, it appears 

that women occupy a 

more nonverbally 

conscious, positive, 

and interpersonally 

engaged world than 

men do. women make 

greater effort to 

increase 

interpersonal comfort

Stress causes females' 
emotion regulation to drop, 
while males seem to keep 

more of an even keel

Women perform better than 
men in tests involving 

emotional interpretation, 
such as understanding facial 
expressions, and empathy.

Women have higher inter 
species empathy

Women were more socio 
emotional in their 

interaction whereas men 
where more engaged in 

active task behavior

Women more accurately 
interpret nonverbal, 

communication



In sum, based on a 

literature of hundreds 

of studies, it appears 

that women occupy a 

more nonverbally 

conscious, positive, 

and interpersonally 

engaged world than 

men do. Also Women 

make greater effort to 

increase 

interpersonal comfort

Women communicate more intense 
feelings of anger in terrifying 

situations

Emotional contagion: Women more 
responsive to this

In women, the limbic system, which is 
involved in the processing of 

emotions, shows greater activity in 
response to pain. In men, cognitive 

areas of the brain, which are involved 
in analytical processing, show higher 

activity in response to pain.

Menstrual Cycle and mood – higher 
activity in emotion processing regions 
of the brain when hormone levels are 

high

Women more prone to emotional 
stress than men



Difference in Men and Women 

Duties based on their strengths

Men

– Can only switch back and forth 
between analytical and emotional, 
rarely use both

– Analytical Role, can deal without 
emotion with harsh and competitive 
world

– Nurturing Role - E.g Why is the child 
crying? Either analyze or empathize, 
cannot do both

Women

– Women always work with both sides 
analysis connected with emotions

– To deal with outside women have to 
close up and toughen up, thereby 
harming their soft feminine side

– Nurturing Role mood of mother. E.g
Draupadi’s advise on how 
Ashwatthama should be dealt with

The most fundamental 

difference between a 

man’s body and a 

woman’s body is 

found in the structure 

of their intelligence 

and emotions. This 

fundamental 

difference (manifested 

in a different brain 

structure) is meant to 

enable their various 

roles in society.



Dharma (or a mood of service, commitment, and 

sensitivity to others) is designed to bridge and regulate 

the relationship between these two separate worlds, and 

make the cooperation between them conducive to 

spiritual advancement, until they reach full freedom from 

self-centeredness, or from the bodily identification of “I 

am a man”, “I am a woman”, returning back to the 

eternal spiritual nature – the prakriti nature.



A Wife is helpful in the 
matter of advancement 
in religious and spiritual 

knowledge- Srila 
Prabhupada Lecture

Preserving Social and 
Cultural Values

Nurturing the next 
generation of spiritually 

qualified men and 
women leaders

Taking care of the 
physical and emotional 

needs of the family

Steers the ship of the 
household to the right 

path

Maintaining the social 
fabric and relationships

Support for the 
Dependent ashramas

The Householders 
form the bulk of 
the society and 
household life is 

impossible without 
the presence of a 

woman.

A Woman who 
followed her duties 

properly was 
blessed with 

immense spiritual 
powers and 

protection from 
the Lord. Dharma 
Raksati Raksitaha

https://old.prabhupadavani.org/main/Bhagavad-gita/GT015.html


Women also followed Varna occupations but 

not at the cost of their primary duties



Next Session

• But society does not have this structure anymore?
• What about women who do not have interest in Home Making?
• What about women who have been trained to be career women?
• What about women who find their sense of worth in the outside world 

and not as home makers?
• Home Making is not challenging enough?
• My role at home with children and family is not appreciated enough?
• I don’t agree with this talk about a woman’s psychophysical nature 

being conducive to nurturing.
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